A Design Space Exploration Methodology for Application Specific MPSoC Design
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Abstract—System designers need to perform design-space exploration (DSE) to find appropriate number and type of processing elements (PEs) to be present in a Multiprocessor Systems-on-Chip (MPSoC) to support a throughput-constrained application. This paper presents a DSE methodology that provides application to MPSoC architecture mappings, where different PEs get used. The methodology starts from a mapping using only one type of processors and evaluates different mappings by increasing heterogeneity to improve the performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiprocessor Systems-on-Chip (MPSoCs) contain multiple PEs that are connected through a communication network to fulfill the communication needs of the PEs. These MPSoCs may employ different type of PEs and their distinct features can be exploited to achieve high computation performance and energy efficiency.

Throughput (compute performance) of an application to be supported into an MPSoC depends upon how the MPSoC resources are used by the application components. There is a large number of possibilities for mapping the individual components to the MPSoC resources. Finding all of these possibilities manually is difficult and time consuming, so the system designers need to use automated DSE methodologies.

The iterative DSE flow to perform DSE for an application has been presented in Fig. 1, where the application graph (Appl. Graph) along with its throughput constraint is taken as input. The application is modeled as Synchronous Dataflow Graphs (SDFGs) [1]. The flow first finds the number of actors \( n \) and number of processors having their implementation alternative as type2 processors \( nrType2Proc \) from the application graph. Next, a platform containing \( n \) type1 and \( nrType2Proc \) type2 IP-cores (processors, i.e., Procs) is considered and \( \text{actor-to-1-Processor mapping} \) is evaluated and stored. Here, the number of type1 processors used \( (nrType1ProcUsed) \) and the number of type2 processors used \( (nrType2ProcUsed) \) are \( n \) and 0, respectively. Next, we evaluate all the possible mappings for next type1 & type2 Proc combination that is obtained by decreasing and increasing \( nrType1ProcUsed \) and \( nrType2ProcUsed \), respectively. This incorporates heterogeneity and we get improved throughput for the mappings. The maximum throughput mapping at this resource combination is selected and stored. The same process is repeated with the selected mapping to evaluate mappings at next type1 & type2 Proc combination. The process iterates by increasing the heterogeneity (decreasing \( nrType1ProcUsed \) and increasing \( nrType2ProcUsed \)) until \( nrType2ProcUsed \) reaches to its limit \( nrType2Proc \).

Evaluating Different Type of Processors Combination Mappings. To evaluate all the possible type1 and type2 processors combination mappings, the best (maximum throughput) mapping using \( nrType1ProcUsed \) type1 and \( nrType2ProcUsed \) type2 processors (Procs) is taken as input and
all the possible type1 and type2 processors combination mappings using $nrType1ProcUsed\_\text{type1}$ and $nrType2ProcUsed\_\text{type2}$ are evaluated by moving each actor with its implementation alternatives as type2 Procs from the type1 to a type2 Proc having no previous actor. The number of mappings is limited by the number of actors mapped on type1 Procs with their implementation alternatives as type2 Procs too in the input mapping.

The best mapping using maximum number of type1 processors (less area) satisfying the throughput constraint is used to design the MPSoC. The selected mapping uses minimum number of type2 processors (more area) towards designing a low area overhead MPSoC. The template of the MPSoC platform is based on a NoC-based architecture as used in [5].

### III. Experiments

The proposed DSE methodology has been implemented by extending the publicly available tool set for SDF graphs used in [1]. We compared our iterative DSE methodology with an exhaustive methodology and the one presented in [3]. To evaluate the different methodologies for an application, the same generic platform graph is considered. Models of multimedia applications H.263 (4 actors), JPEG (6 actors) and MP3 (14 actors) decoders are considered for DSE and MPSoCs are designed for them on Xilinx Virtex-5 ML510 development board using EDA/ISE 12.1. Concerning to the type1 and type2 processors, we have used microblaze processors running at 100 MHz with disabled (low area, less sophisticated) integer-multiplier/floating-point unit, respectively. The experiments have been performed on a Core 2 Duo at 3.16 GHz.

The exhaustive DSE has been performed to check if we miss any potential mapping by our iterative DSE. The exhaustive DSE considers all the possible one actor to one IP-core mappings such that each actor is mapped on a different IP-core and evaluates more number of mappings over the iterative DSE. A case study has been performed where the number of actors having their implementation alternative as type2 Procs, i.e., $nrType2Proc$, is varied. At each $nrType2Proc$, exhaustive and iterative DSE flow is executed by considering a platform containing $n$ type1 and $nrType2Proc$ type2 Procs, where, $n$ is number of actors in the application. Table I shows DSE results for H.263 decoder at varying $nrType2Proc$. On an average, iterative DSE is faster by 39.17% over the exhaustive DSE. It has been observed that the best mappings at different resource combinations are the same when exhaustive and iterative DSE methodologies are employed.

Table II shows evaluation time to find the best mappings by our and the approach of [3]. It can be observed that evaluation time increases with the platform size (number of Procs), i.e., more mappings need to be evaluated when approach of [3] is applied. However, our methodology evaluates only one actor to one processor mapping and thus evaluation time is in control.

### IV. Conclusion

Design space exploration (DSE) for MPSoCs is very important as it gives us an idea of the performance before we actually go ahead and design the hardware. This paper describes an iterative DSE methodology that provides multiple mappings and selects the best mapping satisfying throughput constraint of the application. The best mapping is used to design an MPSoC on a Xilinx FPGA.
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